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The Israel Export & International Cooperation  
The Israel Export and International Cooperation Institute is your premier 
gateway for doing business with Israeli companies. Established and funded by 
the government and the private sector, IEICI’s expertise in technology and product 
scouting, joint ventures and strategic alliances with Israeli companies spans more 
than half a century. Whatever your field is, IEICI offers access to relevant businesses 
and government resources. With expertise in Israel’s leading Industries, IEICI will 
provide the information you need to connect, negotiate and do business.

HLS & Cyber Department
“Your Gateway to Israel’s HLS Industry” 
The IEICI’s HLS & Cyber Department represents over 300 exporting companies in 
the homeland security arena. Israeli HLS & Cyber companies offer technologically 
advanced, field proven products and solutions that are among the most innovative 
anywhere. They are successfully partnering with key world players to ensure 
public safety, protecting air and sea ports, borders, government installations, 
financial institutions, recreation centers, public venues and more. 
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The Foreign Trade Administration
Israel’s Foreign Trade Administration at the Ministry of Economy is responsible for 
managing  and directing the international trade policy of the State of Israel. The 
Foreign Trade  Administration operates over 45 economic missions in countries 
all over the world, each with a  team dedicated to fostering trade and investment 
between international entities and Israeli  companies.

Dallas Wong
T    +65 6834 9220 
M  +65 6737 2502  
@  dallas.wong@israeltrade.gov.il

For further information:

Embassy of Israel, Singapore
24 Stevens Close
Singapore 257964

Eyal Levy
Manager, 
HLS & Aerospace
 T  +972 3 514 2876
@  eyall@export.gov.il

The Israel Export & 
International Cooperation  
29 Hamered St., 
Tel Aviv 6812511, Israel
www.export.gov.il

For further information:

Liya Ross
Marketing Coordinator, 
HLS
 T  +972 3 514 2973
@  Liyar@export.gov.il

The Department works with foreign government ministries and their 
agencies, as well as with industry bodies, to promote private-industry joint 
ventures and international partnerships.
The IEICI’s Cyber Security Unit represents over 350 companies in the cyber 
security arena.Israeli Cyber Security companies offer technologically 
advanced and field-proven products,which are amongst the most innovative 
solutions.
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Agent Vi -the leading global provider of open architecture, 
video analytics solutions - presents innoVi for Smart 
Cities, a cloud-based, innovative video analytics SaaS 
transforming the city’s surveillance cameras into smart 
video devices & contributing to the city’s ability to improve
security, safety and incident response city-wide

Agent Video Intelligence (Agent Vi)

ApolloShield’s anti-drone systems allow secure sites to 
detect all drones, whitelist drones which are authorized to 
fly, locate and find unauthorized operators, and neutralize 
unauthorized drones in a non-destructive manner.

ApolloShield Anti Drone Systems
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CommuniTake builds software for better and more 
secure mobile device use. CommuniTake offers a two-
way promise: the ultimate mobile enterprise security 
and enablement solution; a comprehensive after-sales 
support platform for service providers.

CommuniTake Technologies

Checkmarx is an Application Security software company, 
whose mission is to provide enterprise organizations 
with application security testing products and services 
that empower developers to deliver secure applications. 
Amongst the company’s 1,000 customers are 5 of the 
world’s top 10 software vendors and many Fortune 500 
and government organizations.

Checkmarx

CyberInt’s Managed Detection and Response services 
focus on your digital ecosystem. Going far beyond your 
network’s perimeter to identify threats and mitigate them 
before they materialize.

CyberInt

Coronet provides an alternative to heavy integration: An 
all-in-one cloud based security platform that enables the 
enterprise to introduce services in minutes, with zero 
impact on user experience, at a fraction of the cost.

Coronet
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The  company  products  are enabling  Law  Enforcement  
and  Intelligence organizations to extract information 
from Smartphone Apps and Cloud and also vital 
information retrieved from the dark net (RADARK product) 
to provide clear actionable combine threat intelligence.

 Magen 100 

LeadSpotting is an open source intelligence platform 
that provides service for both government and business 
customers looking for get valuable information from open 
source sources focusing on social networks.

LeadSpotting

Kaymera offers the most powerful Mobile Threat 
Defense platform. With a contextual, self-learning risk 
analytics engine and multi-layer mitigation capabilities, 
the platform can detect, prevent and protect in real time 
against any mobile threat. Our rich portfolio ranges from 
hardened mobile devices, to powerful mobile threat 
defense apps and secure landlines.

Kaymera Technologies

Leading provider of miniature units which facilitate 
location tracking and audio monitoring within: (a)target 
vehicles and other objects, such as parcels, vessels, etc., 
(b)organization’s agents on the field, (c)organization’s 
vehicles.

I.T.P. Novex Ltd.
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OCTOPUS is an innovative Physical Security Information 
Management system (PSIM), which combines a 
comprehensive integrated security management software 
with a powerful smartphone application, enabling 
organizations to effectively manage all their security, 
safety and operational requirements from one holistic 
system.

Octopus 

Nubo VMI has introduced Virtual Mobile Infrastructure 
(VMI) technology for enterprises, enabling ONE safe and 
secure work environment. Nubo’s patent pending UX 
over IP Protocol displays apps on all devices (I.e. Android, 
iOS and desktops) as a flat image, which cannot be 
analyzed or screen-captured. This means that actually 
no data exists on personal devices, which results in an 
uncompromised and secure work environment. 

Nubo Software Ltd.

Sasa Software is a leading provider of extensive content 
disarm and reconstruction solutions. Our GateScanner® 
products disarm incoming files and emails, protecting 
against known, unknown and undetectable threats, 
including ransomware.

Sasa Software

Safe-T® Data provides solutions designed to mitigate 
attacks on business-critical services and data for a 
wide range of industries, including: financial, healthcare, 
government, etc. Safe-T’s High-risk Data Security (HDS) 
Solution mitigates data threats: un-authorized access 
to data and services; as well as data leakage, malware, 
ransomware, and fraud.

Safe-T
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Sepio Systems Solution detects, finds and blocks ghost 
devices before they damage the enterprises assets. 
Our security suite solution allows Hardware Policy 
Enforcement.

Sepio Systems Ltd.

Votiro patented Advanced Content Disarm and 
Reconstruction technology protects organizations from 
undisclosed and zero-day exploits.

Votiro

SensoGuard is a technology-focused company specializing 
in innovative seismic and magnetic sensor solutions for a 
wide range of security and IOT applications.

SensoGuard

viisights is a leading provider of intelligent and automounts 
video analytics software systems that leverages a unique 
deep video-understanding technology. viisights’ systems 
provide video analytics solutions for a variety of verticals 
including: safe and smart cities, homeland security & 
surveillance, smart-business, connected-car and IOT.

viisights
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Notes

THE 5TH INTERNATIONAL 
HLS & CYBER CONFERENCE

SAVE THE DATE
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